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This IBM® RedpaperTM publication provides suggestions, hints and tips, directions,
installation steps, checklists of prerequisites, and configuration information collected from
several IBM InfoSphere® Information Server experts. It is intended to minimize the time
required to successfully install and configure InfoSphere Information Server. The information in
this document is based on field experiences of experts who have implemented InfoSphere
Information Server. As such, it is intended to supplement, and not replace, the product
documentation. Discover the proven choices and combinations for installing InfoSphere
Information Server that have been the most successful for the IBM InfoSphere Center Of
Excellence. This paper includes a broad range of customer needs and experiences, with a
focus on the following areas: InfoSphere Information Server architecture Checklists
Prerequisites Configuration choices that work well together This paper is based on thousands
of hours of production systems experience, from which you can now reap significant benefits.
This guide covers the installation and configuration of MicroStrategy Mobile, and how a
designer working in MicroStrategy Desktop or MicroStrategy Web can create effective reports
and documents for use with MicroStrategy Mobile.
Cisco's complete, authoritative guide to Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA)
solutions with CiscoSecure ACS AAA solutions are very frequently used by customers to
provide secure access to devices and networks AAA solutions are difficult and confusing to
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implement even though they are almost mandatory Helps IT Pros choose the best identity
management protocols and designs for their environments Covers AAA on Cisco routers,
switches, access points, and firewalls This is the first complete, authoritative, single-source
guide to implementing, configuring, and managing Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting (AAA) identity management with CiscoSecure Access Control Server (ACS) 4 and
5. Written by three of Cisco's most experienced CiscoSecure product support experts, it covers
all AAA solutions (except NAC) on Cisco routers, switches, access points, firewalls, and
concentrators. It also thoroughly addresses both ACS configuration and troubleshooting,
including the use of external databases supported by ACS. Each of this book's six sections
focuses on specific Cisco devices and their AAA configuration with ACS. Each chapter covers
configuration syntax and examples, debug outputs with explanations, and ACS screenshots.
Drawing on the authors' experience with several thousand support cases in organizations of all
kinds, AAA Identity Management Security presents pitfalls, warnings, and tips throughout.
Each major topic concludes with a practical, hands-on lab scenario corresponding to a real-life
solution that has been widely implemented by Cisco customers. This book brings together
crucial information that was previously scattered across multiple sources. It will be
indispensable to every professional running CiscoSecure ACS 4 or 5, as well as all candidates
for CCSP and CCIE (Security or R and S) certification.
IOS UPGRADE GUIDE FOR IPAD IS ALL NEED, TO ENJOY THE LATEST VERSION OF
IOS ON YOUR IPAD WITHOUT CRASH!!! Apple devices are the world most powerful devices,
and they were able to gain people's attention by their unique interactive OS. IOS brings iPad to
life in incredibly personal and powerful ways. The interface is beautiful and easy to use.
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Intelligent suggestions appear right when you need them. And advanced technologies protect
your privacy and security. Once you've experienced IOS, you'll understand why so many
people love using iPhone. Annually major version of IOS is release, and sub-versions are
released virtually 3 months interval. With just your iPad you can equally be enjoying latest
version of IOS even if the IOS has been launched with a new iPad model. Since iPhone users
are always on the look for the latest versions of IOS, several steps have been taking to
upgrade to newer version and have lead to the crash so many iPads. The manual has been
compile to discussed the following problem faced and solution to likely installation problem
such as; How to know the IOS version on my iPhone? what is the IOS version that came with
my model of iphone? What other versions is compactible with my iPhone type? Why should I
upgrade to other version? What new features are present in the new version? The uniqueness
of recent IOS 11.3? Can I install IOS 11.3 on my ipad? what are the precaution to take before
upgrading? what are the Steps to upgrade to newer version for all IPads model? Additionally,
The book discusses installation guide using developer's account installation guide using
restored image installation guide without using developer's account. all about IOS 11 and all it
sub versions to 11.3. And much more I can't mention here. Prevent your pad from crashing,
you need this guide!!!!
An end-to-end guide for IBM implementation partners and solution providers. KEY FEATURES
? Detailed step-by-step IBM Software installation and configuration that saves time for
installing and configuring computers. ? Designed for students, IT consultants, systems and
solution architects, data analysts, and developers. ? Unique solution documentation for running
Cognos configuration designed for banks, financial services, and insurance companies.
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DESCRIPTION This book shows how to install IBM Cognos Analytics software and related
systems on RedHat Enterprise Linux 8.0, IBM Cloud, IBM Cloud Private (Community Edition),
and Windows 10. It includes step-by-step instructions for downloading and installing IBM
Cognos Analytics. It also includes numerous examples of setups and updates to analyze the
OLAP database utilized by the IBM Case Manager. The initial chapters discuss the installation
of IBM Information Management Products. The reader will know the URLs of the downloading
sites, the product codes, descriptions, sizes, and the names of each software downloaded to
the gzip tar file. It includes setting up RHEL 8.0 Linux OS and using the Docker system for
installation on IBM Cloud PAK servers, RedHat Openshift clusters, and IBM Cloud Private. The
IBM Cognos installation contains versions 11.1.1 through 11.4.0 on RedHat Linux 8.0 and
Windows 10. The book includes the usage of the IBM Cognos Analytics 11.1 R4 Dynamic
Cube Datastore and the 11.1 R4 Cube Designer for the report and dashboard. Additionally, the
book includes constructing the essential Zlib library from the C language source download, its
compilation, and linking. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Detailed step-by-step instructions for
installing IBM Cognos Analytics. ? Installation on Windows 10, RedHat Enterprise Linux 8.0,
IBM Cloud, and IBM Cloud Private (CE). ? Downloading, compiling, and linking the necessary
zlib library on Linux. ? Connecting to the CASTORE database using an example of Cognos
Analytics configuration. ? Creating OLAP Cubes for IBM Case Manager dashboard reports.
WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is for IT consultants, architects for systems and solutions,
data analysts, and data analytics solution developers. All the examples in the book are based
on Unix/Windows and web-based tool basic knowledge. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Getting
Started with IBM Resources for Cognos 2. IBM Cloud PAK Systems 3. RedHat OpenShift 4.x
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Installations 4. IBM Cloud Private Cluster systems 5. IBM Cognos Analytics 11. On RHEL 8.0
6. IBM Cognos Analytics 11. On Windows 10.0 7. IBM Cognos Analytics 11 on RHEL 8.0 Linux
Fix for Zlib
This IBM® Redbooks® publication covers the integration scenarios for IBM Tivoli® Network
Manager, IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus, and IBM Tivoli Netcool® Configuration Manager.
These three products working together provide a comprehensive solution for network and
event management, and network configuration management, within the context of service
availability and performance management. Tivoli Network Manager and Tivoli
Netcool/OMNIbus are long established products in the IBM portfolio. Tivoli Netcool
Configuration Manager (from the Intellident acquisition) is a new product in the portfolio and
provides a comprehensive network configuration and change management solution and a
policy-based network compliance solution for managing network devices in complex, rapidly
changing environments. This book describes practical examples and use cases where these
products work together to address network configuration management and event management
requirements. IT architects and IT specialists working on integrating these Tivoli products in
real life environments will benefit from this book.
The Narrowcast Server Upgrade Guide provides instructions to upgrade an existing
Narrowcast Server.
The Upgrade Guide provides instructions for upgrading your existing MicroStrategy products.
iOS 6 has arrived, and eager users everywhere are getting ready to update their devices. If
you're concerned about the upgrade process, or simply want to know all your setup options
before making the big switch, let the editors at Macworld help you upgrade your iPhone, iPod
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touch, or iPad to iOS 6 with this step-by-step guide. Want to upgrade to iOS 6? We lay out
which devices will run Apple's newest mobile OS, and how to download and install it. Once
you've gotten the software on your iPhone, iPod touch, or iPad, we'll walk you through its
marquee features: We'll show you how to get started with the new and improved Maps app,
ask Siri about sports scores, enable Do Not Disturb, and adjust the new Accessibility settings.
And if you're confused about Apple's sync service, iCloud, never fear: Our iOS 6 Upgrade
Guide also offers a rundown of the service and each of its features. There's no better resource
to learn about iOS 6.
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide access to the
practice test software that accompanies the print book. Learn, prepare, and practice for CCNA
Cloud CLDADM 210-455 exam success with this Official Cert Guide from Pearson IT
Certification, a leader in IT Certification. Master CCNA Cloud CLDADM 210-455 exam topics
Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with exam
preparation tasks CCNA Cloud CLDADM 210-455 Official Cert Guide is a best-of-breed exam
study guide. Cisco cloud experts Chris Jackson, Hank Preston, and Steve Wasko share
preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both
your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise manner,
focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics. The book presents
you with an organized test-preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and
techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks
help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review questions help you assess
your knowledge, and a final preparation chapter guides you through tools and resources to
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help you craft your final study plan. Well regarded for its level of detail, assessment features,
and challenging review questions and exercises, this study guide helps you master the
concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. The study
guide helps you master all the topics on the CLDADM exam, including Cloud operating
models, journeys, and roadmaps Cisco cloud automation and orchestration suites Cloud
administration and operations: managing users, groups, and virtual machines Automating
cloud infrastructure with UCS Director Building service catalogs and user portals Deploying
virtual application containers Chargeback, billing, and reporting Performance and capacity
management Cloud health monitoring and maintenance Cloud troubleshooting
CCNA Data Center DCICT 640-916 Official Cert Guide CCNA Data Center DCICT 640-916
Official Cert Guide from Cisco Press enables you to succeed on the exam the first time and is
the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. A team of leading Cisco data center experts
shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and
improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This complete, official study
package includes --A test-preparation routine proven to help you pass the exam --“Do I Know
This Already?” quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on
each section --Part-ending exercises, which help you drill on key concepts you must know
thoroughly --The powerful Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software, complete with
hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-realistic questions, customization options, and detailed
performance reports --Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and
optimize your study time --A final preparation chapter that guides you through tools and
resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies Well regarded for its level of
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detail, study plans, assessment features, and challenging review questions and exercises, this
official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam
success. The official study guide helps you master topics on the CCNA Data Center DCICT
640-916 exam, including --Cisco data center concepts: architectures, devices, layers, modular
design, vPC, FabricPath, Cisco Nexus switches, and more --Data center unified fabric: FCoE,
multihop, VIFs, FEX, and setup --Storage networking: concepts, targets, verification,
connectivity, zoning, setup, and configuration --Data center virtualization: servers, devices, and
Nexus 1000V, including setup and operations --Cisco Unified Computing: concepts, discovery,
connectivity, setup, and UCSM --Data center network services: ACE load balancing, virtual
context, HA, management, global/local solutions, and WAAS The CD-ROM contains more than
450 practice questions for the exam, memory table exercises and answer keys, and a study
planner tool. Includes Exclusive Offer for 70% Off Premium Edition eBook and Practice Test
Pearson IT Certification Practice Test minimum system requirements: Windows XP (SP3),
Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7, or Windows 8; Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 Client;
Pentium class 1GHz processor (or equivalent); 512 MB RAM; 650 MB disk space plus 50 MB
for each downloaded practice exam; access to the Internet to register and download exam
databases
The first guide to show you how to power your site using Umbraco. More companies are
turning to the power and simplicity of Umbraco's web content management system to build
robust, customized sites. Written by leaders in the Umbraco community, this invaluable guide
takes you through every aspect of this open source tool. Code samples using XHTML, CSS,
XSLT, and C# are integrated throughout the pages to illustrate key concepts that you can
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apply. As you work through the chapters, you'll progress from building a basic Umbraco site to
a sophisticated one that meets the needs of your organization. Umbraco User's Guide:
Explains how to install Umbraco and walks you through its XML structure Discusses how to
create templates while building your understanding of layouts Offers best practices for
developing content, designing types, organizing templates, and using the rich text editor Walks
you through XSLT and .NET controls Helps you build sample applications and troubleshoot
any issues that arise Covers how to create your own classified ads site by combining
document types, templates, styles, macros, and more

IBM® j-type data center solutions running Junos software (from Juniper Networks)
provide operational agility and efficiency, dramatically simplifying the network and
delivering savings. With this solution, a network design has fewer devices,
interconnections, and network tiers. Beyond the cost advantages, the design offers the
following key benefits: Reduces latency Simplifies device management Delivers
significant power, cooling, and space savings Eliminates multiple system failure points
Performs pervasive security The high-performance data center is built around IBM jtype e-series Ethernet switches, m-series routers, and s-series firewalls. This new
family of powerful products helps to shape the next generation of dynamic
infrastructure. IBM j-type e-series Ethernet switches meet escalating demands while
controlling costs. IBM j-type m-series Ethernet routers are high-performance routers
with powerful switching and security capabilities. This IBM Redbooks® publication
targets IT professionals who sell, design, or administer IBM j-type networking solutions.
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It provides information about IBM j-type Ethernet switches and routers and includes the
following topics: Introduction to Ethernet fundamentals and IBM j-type Ethernet
switches and routers Initial hardware planning and configuration Other configuration
topics including Virtual Chassis configuration, Layer 1, Layer 2, and Layer 3
configurations, and security features Network management features of Junos software
and maintenance of the IBM j-type series hardware
The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and configure
MicroStrategy products on Windows, UNIX, Linux, and HP platforms, as well as basic
maintenance guidelines.
SAP can help you capture better information and deliver it more quickly, allowing you to
make better decisions and maximize the business value of everything you do. However,
SAP implementations require massive effort, total buy-in, and significant change
throughout the organization. In SAP Implementation Unleashed, 10 expert SAP project
managers, functional consultants, and technologists guide you through the entire
journey, helping you avoid pain and pitfalls and gain all the benefits of SAP. The
authors introduce start-to-finish business, technical, and project management
roadmaps for successful SAP implementation. Then, drawing on their immense
experience, they walk you through the entire process of planning and
deployment—addressing make-or-break issues and hidden gaps that other guidebooks
ignore. You’ll discover how to employ processes, models, and toolsets that help you
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achieve implementation excellence while systematically reducing cost and business
risk. Along the way, you’ll find actionable advice and real-world insight into innovative
project management, best-suited leadership, effective load testing, contemporary
infrastructure implementation, and more. George W. Anderson is responsible for
providing enterprise applications thought leadership for the EDS/HP office of the CTO.
A long-time SAP consultant and PMI-certified project manager, George has authored
several best-selling books and enjoys new challenges. Charles D. Nilson is a senior
program manager for EDS/HP and has led many successful SAP implementation
teams over the years. He is a PMI PMP and is SAP Partner Academy certified in MM
and PP. Tim Rhodes is a senior SAP technical consultant for EDS/HP and a
Basis/infrastructure veteran focused on implementing, migrating, and upgrading SAP
Business Suite and NetWeaver solutions. Tim is also an SAP-certified technical
consultant, OCP, MCSE, and HP Master ASE. Detailed Information on How To...
Define the business vision driving your implementation, and use it to design your
solution Use TCO techniques to fully understand SAP’s financial impact in your
organization Structure your SAP project management office, business teams, technical
support organization, and overall project team Size, plan, and test your SAP
infrastructure to deliver the best performance and availability at the best cost Integrate
SAP into an SOA environment Install and configure SAP Business Suite and
NetWeaver components Perform basic functional configuration, testing, and change
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management activities Enable a smooth transition by successfully performing the
critical tasks that immediately precede SAP Go-Live Choose the right mix of tools and
applications to test, manage, and monitor SAP Prepare your SAP Operations team for
its post-implementation responsibilities
Written by VM-certified instructors with years of professional and teaching experience,
VMware Certified Professional Test Prep is the ultimate guide to the VCP exam. Its
organized and highly practical approach will help administrators successfully complete
the exam while also maximizing their ability to apply this tool on the job. The guide
covers the body of knowledge required of a VMware certified professional, provides the
tools needed to keep that knowledge current, and helps develop the wherewithal to
apply that knowledge to real solutions. Covering the ESX 3.0.x through ESX 3.5.x
releases that are the focus of the VCP test, this volume: Reproduces many of the realworld examples that have proven very helpful to students in the authors’ classrooms
Applies step-by-step instructions to more than 700 software screenshots, providing a
virtual hands-on experience Points to Web resources that will keep the reader current
with the latest advances Includes logistical information on the test, including costs and
class location Covers background information on various topics such as storage and
networking to provide a complete understanding on the implementation of a VMWare
VI3 solution Provides questions at the end of the chapters that cover the important
concepts Also of great use to those administrators who have already received their
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certification, this book includes solutions to many of the common gotchas that they are
certain to encounter in virtual environments. In particular, capacity-planning concepts
reveal the specific details needed to make full use of VMware’s unique resource
management capabilities. Troubleshooting tips appear throughout the book, making it a
useful resource in the virtualized datacenter.

The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and
configure MicroStrategy products on Windows, UNIX and Linux platforms, as well
as basic maintenance guidelines.
The Narrowcast Server Upgrade Guide contains instructions to upgrade an
existing Narrowcast Server.
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